PneuWalker

™

MOBILITY TRAINER

The PneuWalker Mobility Trainer is the latest
innovation in mobility technology from Pneumex. It
oﬀers freedom from the fear of falling for both the
patient and the therapist. On the PneuWalker the
patient can experience natural movement while
working vertically on proper gait patterns .

EXTRAORDINARY VERSATILITY









User‐friendly, analog control allows for precise
unweighting.
Height adjustable from 3’ 6” to 6’ 6”.
Width adjustable to go through doorways or over
treadmills.
Unweights unilaterally to address hemiplegic
conditions.
Onboard pneumatic compressor with rechargeable
battery that runs up to 12 hours on a single charge.
Adjustable handlebars swing out of the way for easy
access and patient transfer.
Allows a solo clinician to lift and transfer patients.
Patented 3‐in‐1 Abilities Vest with adjustability for
posture and gait.

Patent Pending

A solo clinician can safely lift, transfer and train
their patient over many types of surfaces.

Key Benefits











Abilities patients
Bariatric patients
Orthopedic patients
Strokes
Back problems
Gait training
Cardiovascular
Respiratory ailments
Neurological patients
Safety

Analog Control Panel
Easy to read, easy to use ana‐
log control allows precise
unweighting from 0 to 300
lbs.

“The PneuWalker, with the optional
PneuGait Straps and Gait Assist Bands,
allow me to treat my hemiplegia patient
instead of spending all of my eﬀorts
Kim, PT
stabilizing him.”
“This is the best combination vest and
unweighting system we have found for
Dusty, PTA
the long term care.”
“The PneuWalker is the first system I have
been on in 26 years that has not caused
Brian (Partial Quad)
dysflexia

PneuWalker Maximum lift 300 pounds
Pneumex recommends a maximum
patient weight 500 pounds

Genuine Pneumex Equipment

www.pneumex.com

pneumex@pneumex.com

800.447.5792

PneuWalker

Specifications

™

MOBILITY TRAINER

ACCESSORIES
Abilities 3‐in‐1 PneuVest
Light weight , easy to use.
Securely holds and lifts
patients. Multi‐purpose
vest three configurations
1.Upper and lower belts
2.Lower belt only
3.Upper belt only

PneuGait Assortment
One PneuGait Foot strap
One PneuGait Drop Foot Strap
One PneuGait Assist Foot Strap and Band

Safety Drop Stop
Limits the patient drop to
2” if they stumble and
start to fall.

SPECIFICATIONS::

Rechargeable Power Supply
Overnight charge provides suﬃcient power to operate all day, up to 12 hours.
Height 59.5” to 73.5”

Lifting Bar
Uniquely designed to unweight more on one side than the other which can be beneficial
when dealing with patients who are primarily aﬀected on one side.

ADJUSTABLE FEATURES:
Adjustable Width
Easily expand PneuWalker
inside width to fit over tread‐
mills and balance equip‐
ment. An easy adjustment
reduces width to go through
virtually any doorway.

Width 26.5” to 42.5”

Adjustable Handlebars
Swing out bars allow for easy patient transfers from wheel‐
chair, bed or commode.
Adjustable Height
Quickly adjust to accommodate patients from 3’ 6” to 6’ 6”.

www.pneumex.com

Genuine Pneumex Equipment
800.447.55792

gt h
Len

34”

Inside Width

Outside Width

22”‐ 38.5"

26.5" ‐ 42.5"

55.9 ‐ 97.8 cm

67.3 ‐ 108 cm

Height

Max Lift

59.5” ‐ 73.5”

300 lbs

151.1 ‐186.7 cm

136.36 k

Lift Range

Handlebars

20”‐ 29”

30”‐ 40”

50.8 ‐ 73.7 cm

76.2 ‐ 101.6 cm

